SERVICES FOR UK RESIDENT
NON-DOMICILED CLIENTS
Stephen Browne joined Waverton in 2007 as a director and Head of Marketing. He
is responsible for developing new business opportunities with private clients, many of
whom have international interests.
Waverton is an award-winning investment management house dedicated to creating high quality investment portfolios
and providing a personal service for private individuals, trusts, charities, and institutions. We pride ourselves upon
our internal controls, comprehensive in-house administrative operations and personalised client service. As at 30th
September 2018, Waverton had approximately £5.9 billion of assets under management.
SPECIALIST INTERNATIONAL CLIENT COMMITTEE
Waverton has a great deal of experience in managing portfolios for international clients and for those who are resident
non-domiciled (RND) in the UK. We have a specialist International Client Committee which oversees the management
of portfolios for this complex client group. The committee works with a number of oversees custodial platforms and
a wide selection of professional trust companies across multiple jurisdictions.
UNDERSTANDING UK RESIDENT NON-DOMICILED REQUIREMENTS
RND clients bring along a specific set of risks and requirements, from both an investment and operational
perspective that need to be carefully monitored and controlled. This principally revolves around the avoidance of
an unintentional remittance of capital into the UK.
We appreciate the importance of separating out Clean Capital, Gains and Income. We are experienced at running
these more complex structures. Specific systems and processes are in place to avoid the accidental remittance of
capital into the UK thereby complementing our wider investment capabilities and exceptional private client offering.
For our RND client base our bias towards directly invested portfolios reduces complexity and risk. We do not invest
into dual listed stocks or American Depository Receipts (ADRs). Any collective investment scheme held in RND
portfolios must be either on our approved list or specifically checked off prior to purchase.
For more information please contact Stephen Browne on 020 7484 7498 or email sbrowne@waverton.co.uk
RISK WARNING: Investors should be aware that the of value such investments and their strategies may fall as well as rise. You
may not get back your initial investment and capital security is not guaranteed. Where an investment involves exposure to a foreign
currency, changes in rates of exchange may cause the value of the investment, and the income from it, to go up or down.
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